In practice, suppliers often provide retailers with forward financing to increase demand or decrease inventory. This paper proposes a new and practical joint replenishment and delivery (JRD) model by considering trade credit. However, because of the complex mathematical properties of JRD, high-quality solutions to the problem have eluded researchers. We design an effective hybrid differential evolution algorithm based on simulated annealing (HDE-SA) that can resolve this non-deterministic polynomial hard problem in a robust and precise way. After determining the suitable parameters by a parameter-tuning test, we verify the performance of the HDE-SA through numerical JRD examples. Compared with the results of other popular evolutionary algorithms, results of randomly generated JRDs indicate that HDE-SA can always obtain slightly lower total costs than differential evolution algorithm (DE) and genetic algorithm (GA) under different situations. Moreover, the convergence rate of the HDE-SA is higher than that of DE and GA. Thus, the proposed HDE-SA is a potential tool for the JRD with trade credit.
Introduction
Joint replenishment problem (JRP) has been heavily studied since the early work of Shu [1] was published. The JRP policy means that group items are ordered from the same supplier to achieve the target of sharing fixed ordering costs and saving procurement costs [2] . A corresponding review has been conducted by Khouja and Goyal [3] . Adopting a joint replenishment policy can result in cost savings, so managers are aware that using a joint replenishment and delivery (JRD) policy can obtain a scale effect of replenishment and transportation simultaneously, thereby further reducing total cost [4] .
In practice, companies often use a JRD policy to earn larger profit. In 2013, as a branch of GEFCO (or "les Groupages Express de Franche Comté", in French), Europe's leading automotive industrial logistics service provider, Wuhan Dongfeng GEFCO Logistics Ltd. (WH-GEFCO) established a logistics partnership with Dongfeng Peugeot Citroen Automobile Co. Ltd. (DPCA) for an automobile spare parts regional distribution center (RDC) in Beijing City. As shown in Fig. 1 , different kinds of spare parts from different suppliers are transported to a central warehouse in Wuhan City, and thereafter are transported to the RDC in other cities. Then, WH-GEFCO transported spare parts to more than 200 4S outlets. The deputy manager of DPCA said that the JRD policy was able to improve efficiency and reduce considerable cost.
Unfortunately, the literature on JRD is limited. Cha, Moon, and Park [5] focused on the JRD of a onewarehouse, n-retailer system. A heuristic and an intelligent algorithm were proposed to solve this JRD. Moon, Cha, and Lee [6] developed joint replenishment and consolidated freight-delivery models and four efficient algorithms are used to resolve the models. Wang, Dun, et al. [4] proposed a two-level stochastic JRD by extending the model of Qu, Bookbinder, and Iyogun [7] and verified that the differential evolution algorithm is effective and efficient. Scholars have also developed several relevant extensions such as JRD under fuzzy environment [8] , radio-frequency identification technology investment evaluation model of JRD [9] , JRD with delivery constraint [10] , locationinventory problem with joint replenishment policy [11] , and JRD with multi-warehouse [12] . It is very popular that suppliers always provide the retailer a credit period to settle the amount owed for goods already supplied. For instance, Wal-Mart's trade credit is eight times the amount of capital invested by its shareholders [13] . Lin, Ouyang, and Dang [14] proposed an integrated supplier-retailer inventory model considering trade credit policies and defective items. Zhong and Zhou [15] developed a model to determine the ordering or trade-credit policy of a supply chain. Considering JRPs with trade credit, Tsao [16] examined how to coordinate multi-echelon multi-item channels by analyzing two trade allowances, namely, effort cost sharing and cash discount within a credit period. Tsao and Teng [17] considered the JRP with trade credit by determining the optimal replenishment schedule for each item. The issue of trade credit is a highly popular research subject. Until now, only these two papers have investigated the JRPs under trade credits, and studies that focus on the JRDs under trade credits are not available.
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The present study aims to develop a new and practical JRD model under trade credits for the first time and provide effective and reliable algorithms. The goal of this JRD policy is to determine the replenishment frequencies and delivery frequencies of items to minimize the total system cost.
However, we still face the difficult task of finding effective and efficient algorithms. JRDs have been proven to be NP-hard problems and designing highquality algorithms is difficult. Current approaches include iterative algorithms, genetic algorithm (GA) [5] , and differential evolution algorithm (DE) [4] [9] . Solving JRDs effectively by traditional approaches is obviously difficult for the following reasons: (1) Available heuristics are too problem-specific and difficult to design, and versatile approaches do not exist. ( 2) The enumeration is inefficient. Discovering an opposite solution for a large problem size may take years. (3) Classic GAs were verified as suitable approaches for JRPs. However, GAs sometimes show inherent defects that lead to stagnation and prematurity, and the calculated cost increases exponentially with the scale of the problem. Thus, finding effective approaches is necessary to solve the JRD with trade credit more accurately.
Among the metaheuristics, the DE is one of the best evolutionary algorithms in a variety of fields [18] [19] [20] . Thus, DEs are used to solve JRDs because of easy implementation, quick convergence, and robustness. However, the DE falls easily into local search whereas simulated annealing (SA) can avoid the disadvantage of local search for classic DE through the Metropolis criterion [21] . In fact, the hybrid method named DESA that combines DE and SA was recognized by scholars presented a new hybrid asynchronous parallel global optimization method-parallel simulated annealing differential evolution to optimize five real-world analog integrated circuits. This approach combines features from SA and DE to efficiently sample the parameter space. Zhang et.al [24] developed an SA-based multiobjective cultural DE to solve daily hydrothermal operation scheduling with economic emission. However, these modified hybrid algorithms were designed to address specific problems and could not be used to solve JRD with trade credit directly.
Thus, we extend the existing DESA by introducing the adaptive mutation factor, which decreases gradually with evolutionary generation. The large value in the initial period can rapidly explore possible solution space, and the small value in the later period can exploit the optimal solution in explored solution space. The new method is referred to as hybrid DE based on SA (HDE-SA). For better comparison, we also use basic DE and GA to resolve this non-deterministic polynomial hard (NP-hard) problem because they are other widely-used and good approaches for solving the similar problems. Results of contrastive examples and randomly generated problems illustrate that, compared with other algorithms, HDE-SA is more effective and robust in resolving this complex problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The assumptions and notations are described and the proposed model is formulated in Section 2. In Section 3, an HDE-SA is provided to resolve the proposed JRD. Computational and sensitivity analyses are presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are drawn in Section 5.
Proposed new JRD with trade credit and analysis

Assumptions and notation
A JRD problem with trade credit, which is composed of a warehouse, n suppliers, and n retailers is considered as shown in Fig.2 . The warehouse replenishes multiple items from upstream suppliers to meet the demands of the retailers. The JRD policy aims to determine the replenishment frequencies and delivery frequencies of items to minimize the total system cost. The JRD in this study has the following assumptions similar to those in the study of Cha et al. [5] : (a) Demand rates and costs for these items are known and constant; (b) Shortages are not allowed; (c) : set of items with a replenishment cycle that is longer than or equal to the credit period; and : set of items with a replenishment cycle that is shorter than the credit period.
Mathematical formulation and analysis
Related cost analysis
(1) The annual ordering cost of all items is:
This equation includes the annual major ordering cost (first term) and the annual minor ordering cost (second term).
(2) The annual inventory holding cost of the warehouse is:
The annual outbound transportation cost is:
The annual inventory holding cost of the retailers is:
The interest earned on each item is expressed as follows :
The annual interest earned is:
The total annual interest earned is the sum of the annual interest earned for item i
. The unit retail price of the products sold during credit period M is deposited in an interest bearing account with rate I e . Case 2:
. Since the credit period is longer than the replenishment cycle time, the annual interest earned includes the interest earned before the replenishment cycle time 
The total annual interest paid is the sum of the annual interest paid for item i . After M, the retailer starts paying the interest charges for the items still in stock with rate I p . Case 2:
The annual interest paid is C n =0. In this case, no interest is paid on the items because the credit period is longer than the replenishment cycle time.
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Total annual cost
Based on the preceding discussion, the objective of the JRD is:
where is the set of items in Case 1 and is the set of items in Case 2 .
Proposed HDE-SA and procedures for the JRD with trade credit
Proposed HDE-SA
Although DE has been proven to be an effective and robust approach by utilizing the optimization of wellknown non-linear, non-differentiable, and non-convex functions, it is also likely to fall into local search because of its one-to-one selection mechanism. Thus, the advantages of SA can be adopted to overcome the shortcoming of DE. The random sampling and the Metropolis criterion from SA are combined with the population of points and the sampling mechanism from DE to balance global and local search. Moreover, the values of mutation factor F and crossover factor CR have effects on the performance of the algorithm. An HDE-SA is proposed to obtain a more stable and effective algorithm. The improvements are as follows: (a) we use SA to optimize the result obtained by HDE to overcome the shortcoming of one-to-one competing in the typical DE; and (b) the adaptive mutation factor F can maintain the balance between exploring and exploiting abilities. The main processes of HDE-SA are discussed as follows.
Mutation
The mutation operation produces a new vector by adding the weighted difference of two random vectors to a third vector. For each target vector ( 1,2, )
, N p is the number of individuals.
The mutated vector is obtained according to the following equation:
where F is a scaling factor; r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are three randomly generated distinct numbers and none of them is identical to the current target number t. G is the current generation for evolution.
Unlike the constant F in original typical DE, we create F by Eq. (3), which decreases gradually with the evolutionary generation of HDE-SA. The large value at the initial stage can rapidly explore the possible solution space, and the small value at the later stage can exploit the optimal solution in the explored solution space.
where F min is the minimum F and F max is the maximum F. GenM is the maximum generation for evolution.
Crossover
The crossover operation combines the mutated vectors and the target vectors to increase the diversity of the parameter vector. The trial vector can be obtained as:
where rand( ) [0,1] j is a randomly generated number with uniform distribution; j denotes the jth dimension; CR is the crossover probability;
(J is the dimension of individuals) is a randomly selected integer to guarantee that the trail vector acquires at least one parameter from the mutated vector.
Selection
Ultimately, after mutation and crossover operation, the selection operation generates the next generation by selecting between the trail vector and the corresponding target vector. The selection rule to minimize the function is as follows: 1 1 ,if (u )< (x )
, otherwise .
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SA operation
After obtaining the result by HDE, a new vector is created through the following equation:
Then, the final vector is obtained by the following equation:
where = ( ) (X ).
. TGen is firstly equal to Temp, i.e. the maximum temperature; then, it changes according to the following equation:
where r is the ratio of the temperature drop. SA operation is stopped until TGen is equal to TGen0, namely, the termination temperature. Fig. 3 shows the flow of the HDE-SA-based procedure for the optimization of the proposed JRD with trade credit. 
HDE-SA based procedures
Representation and initialization
Before initialization, the structure of the chromosome and mapping scheme should be determined. The chromosome has two parts: the first is the replenishment cycle of items, and the second is the delivery cycle of items. Therefore, the length of the chromosome is two times the number of items. Fig. 4 shows a decoded chromosome of six items. The values of initial individual are randomly generated between 0 and 1, and then are mapped in practical solution (see Fig. 4 ) by decoding scheme. The formulation of decoding is as follow:
where gene(G) is the value of the Gth gene in individual i.
x is the lower, and upper bound of G x .
Illustrative example of the implementation of operations of HDE-SA
In this section, a simple example of a six-item problem is presented to better explain the implementation of HDE-SA.
(1) Mutation. Sequences of tth target vector, i.e., the tth individual is as follows: As the lower bound of two decision variables are set as 1s and the upper bound of two decision variables are set as 20s. We decode the chromosome according to Eq. (9) as follows:
For the given solution above, we can calculate the fitness, i.e., the TC by Eq. (1). When the maximum number of iteration is reached, output the optimal solution.
Numerical JRDs with trade credit and discussion
Different approaches selected for comparison
To test the performances of different approaches, the results of HDE-SA for the proposed JRD are compared with DE and GA for the following reasons: (a) At present, DEs are frequently used to solve JRDs because of easy implementation, quick convergence, and robustness. Results in [4] and [10] show that DE is a feasible algorithm to solve the JRDs effectively and efficiently.
(b) GA is also a good candidate to solve the JRDs as reported in [8, 10] . Moreover, results in [5] show that the performance of the GA is extremely good as compared with other solution of each JRD. Therefore, GA is also a good choice to find good solutions for the practical JRD.
Parameters setting analysis for HDE-SA
First of all, the parameters of the HDE-SA must be set. The HDE-SA has six control parameters, namely, N P , the population number; Fmin, Fmax, the mutation weighting factor; CR; Temp, the maximum temperature; TGen0, the termination temperature; and r, the ratio of the temperature drop. All of these parameters affect the speed and robustness of the search. The difficulty in using HDE-SA arises because the choice of these parameters depends on the empirical evidence and practical experience in most situations. However, many of these guidelines have good initial starting values that can be used directly. Wang, et.al [4] and Wang, Wang, and Liu [25] suggested that the guideline for the number of population is 2 2 0
In general, the larger N P is, the more robust the search is. Based on the recommendation of [4] , the parameters are set as follows: CR=0.6; Fmin=0.2 and Fmax=0.8; GenM =150 when the number of items is 6 because it can converge to the optimum. TGen0 is set as 0.01. The parameters of GA are also set in accordance with the recommendation of Wang, et.al [4] , i.e., P c = 0.8 and P m = 0.1. To select proper parameters of HDE-SA for the proposed new JRD, Temp and r are confirmed by the following parameter-tuning test. The related data of the test example are shown in Table 1 . The results are reported in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that the optimal solutions can always be found for Temp=1000 and r=0.6. Also, the average iteration of convergence and the CPU time are lower.
Thus, Temp=1000 and r=0.6 are regarded as suitable and are adopted in the following examples.
Numerical examples and results analysis.
Experiment 1: proposed JRD without trade credit
The proposed JRD is in fact a contrastive small-scale numeric example without trade credit based on the study of Cha et al. [5] . The data are shown in Table 3 . In this case, the speed of obtaining the optimal solutions is not particularly emphasized. The result is shown in Table 4 and the convergence curves are presented in Fig. 5 . Then, we can draw the following conclusions: (a) Both HDE-SA and DE can obtain the same optimal solution with GA. The optimal solution is the same as the finding of [5] .
(b) The iteration of convergence of HDE-SA is better than that of DE and GA.
Experiment 2: proposed small-scale JRD with trade credit (n=6)
Results and analysis
After the proper parameters are confirmed, HDE-SA, DE, and GA are used to solve the proposed JRD with trade credit. The results are reported in Table 5 . Table 5 shows that the proposed HDE-SA can always find an optimal solution, which indicates improved robustness. The average TC and average iteration of convergence with HDE-SA are also lower than those for DE and GA. Thus, the HDE-SA is an effective intelligent algorithm for the JRDs with trade credit.
Sensitivity analysis for I e , Ip, and M
To further examine the effectiveness and stability of HDE-SA, we vary interest earned I e , interest charged Ip, and credit period M from 30% to 30%, respectively. Computational results are presented in Tables 6-8 .
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Experiment 3: larger-scale randomly generated JRDs with trade credit
In this section, the problem scale is extended to 10, 15, 20, 30 , and 40 items, respectively, to further examine the performance of HDE-SA. The problems were generated randomly and each problem was run 50 times independently. The data are in Table 9 . Results are reported in Table 10 . Table 10 Computational results for randomly problems (50times) Table 10 shows that HDE-SA outperforms DE and GA in terms of accuracy and robustness. (a) The rate of finding an optimal solution with HDE-SA is higher than that for DE and GA, and the average iteration of convergence with HDE-SA is lower than that for DE and GA. Specifically, the convergence rate is 100% when n<20. In fact, the items that are jointly replenished are smaller than 20. (b) When n increases, the best TC and average TC obtained by HDE-SA is always better than that obtained by DE and GA. (c) Although HDE-SA is slower than DE and GA, the CPU time is acceptable for practical application.
Therefore, we can conclude that HDE-SA is an effective and robust algorithm to solve complex JRDs with trade credit in acceptable times.
Experiment 4: JRDs with trade credit considering resource constraint
In practice, JRPs have some constraints such as the limited transport equipment capacity and budget. Moon and Cha [5] compared their GA with the proposed heuristic to test the ability of GA to solve the JRD with some constraints. Qu [10] solve the JRD considering the grouping constraint during the transportation process.
Some heuristics cannot work as efficiently as possible in handling many constraints at the same time. In this study, we consider JRD with trade credit, so the budget constraint is not further discussed. Therefore, our model is extended by considering two types of transportation restrictions. One is the joint replenishment constraint, and the other is the outbound delivery constraint. The former can be represented as follows: The way to solve the JRD with constraint is similar to the procedures in Section 3.2. The difference is the setting of the upper bounds of K i . For the case of no resource restriction, the upper bounds of k i are directly set to 20s according to the suggestion of Qu et al. [10] . Table 11 . The problems were generated randomly and each problem was run 50 times independently and the results are reported in Table 12 . For other parameters of T, the same conclusion is obtained. 
Conclusions and future research
This study is an interdisciplinary study on the inventory and delivery model and intelligent optimization algorithm. We propose a useful and new joint multiitem replenishment and delivery model considering trade credit. The objective is to determine the optimal replenishment and delivery schedule while minimizing the total cost. To our knowledge, this study represents the first time that the joint multi-item replenishment and delivery schedule problem is proposed by considering the trade credit. This study extends the research on traditional JRDs with relatively high theoretical significance and practical value.
To resolve this NP-hard problem, an effective HDE-SA is designed by integrating the advantages of DE and SA. The performance of the HDE-SA is verified by different scales of JRDs with trade credit. Numerical JRD examples illustrate the effective and robust performance of HDE-SA. Compared with other popular evolutionary algorithms, HDE-SA can always acquire slightly lower total costs under different cases. Moreover, the convergence rate of HDE-SA is higher than that of DE and GA. Moreover, the HDE-SA can be easily applied to these types of JRDs with resource constraints to find satisfactory solutions. Therefore, HDE-SA is a strong candidate for solving JRDS under trade credit because of the distinct advantages of robustness, easy implementation, and quick convergence.
In future research, there are possible improvements of this study to be further discussed. Other intelligent algorithms, such as genetic-simulated annealing algorithm and fruit fly optimization algorithm [26] [27] , show good performance in solving complex optimization problems. We intend to design hybrid algorithms by taking advantage of the aforementioned algorithms in handling more complex JRDs. Moreover, decision makers often have to face vague or imprecise operational conditions in reality [28] [29] . It is interesting to consider stochastic or fuzzy demand for handling more practical JRDs under uncertain supply chain environment in the network economic era [30] [31] [32] .
